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Here We Are! 

Women and Design 1900 – Today 
23 September 2021 – 6 March 2022, Vitra Design Museum 
 
Be it in furniture design, fashion design, industrial design, or interior design, 

women have contributed crucially to the development of modern design, both 

creatively and commercially. And yet books about the history of design often fail 

to mention them. The exhibition »Here We Are! Women in Design 1900 – Today« at 

the Vitra Design Museum seeks to help redress the balance. Presenting women 

designers from the past 120 years, it tells a new, many-voiced story of design 

against the background of the struggle for equal rights and recognition. Around 

eighty women in design are showcased in the exhibition, including protagonists of 

modernism like Eileen Gray, Charlotte Perriand, Lilly Reich, and Clara Porset, 

business leaders like Florence Knoll and Armi Ratia, but also lesser-known figures 

like the social reformer Jane Addams. Contemporary positions and future 

outlooks are represented by such designers as Matali Crasset, Patricia Urquiola, 

Julia Lohmann, and the Matri-Archi(tecture) collective. 

 
In the present day, nearly half the design students are women, and women lead the way in many 
pathbreaking areas of design. With its rich display of fascinating exhibits, the exhibition »Here We 
Are! Women in Design 1900 – Today« traces the work and working conditions of women in design 
from early modernism to the present – from iconic objects created by Eileen Gray to little-known 
new discoveries, contemporary activist networks, and feminist design research. It defines a clear 
stance on a key social issue and presents modern design in a new light. 
 
The exhibition consists of four parts and takes visitors on a journey through the past 120 years of 
design history. The first part focusses on the development of design in Europe and the United States 
in around 1900, when design emerged as a profession in its own right. This was a time of intensifying 
struggle for female suffrage, too, and the bid for emancipation is reflected in the design produced, 
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for example, by such social reformers as Jane Addams and Louise Brigham, whose works would 
today be described as »Social Design«. In New York, Elsie de Wolfe helped shape the new 
professional field of interior design, and women designers trained or taught at the Bauhaus, the 
Russian VKhUTEMAS, and the Deutsche Werkstätten in Dresden-Hellerau. A whole world as yet 
undiscovered by design history can be found at the Loheland School, which like the Bauhaus was 
established in 1919, but did only admit women. The Bauhaus accepted both male and female 
students, but many women who enrolled there found themselves studying crafts like textiles or 
ceramics. In presenting their activities, the exhibition demonstrates that while improved education 
may have meant increased professionalism, women were still being urged towards traditional roles. 
 
The exhibition’s second part concentrates on the 1920s to 1950s, an era during which women 
designers like Charlotte Perriand, Eileen Gray, and Clara Porset began to make their name 
internationally even though patriarchal patterns endured. In the Parisian luxury industry, Cartier’s 
creative director Jeanne Toussaint defined the style of jewellery creations for many decades. She 
led the »Département S« with its products for the modern woman and promoted ornaments and 
accessories projecting a progressive, self-confident image. Some of the women designers 
portrayed in this section collaborated closely with their partners: Ray Eames with her husband 
Charles, Aino Aalto with Alvar Aalto. While frequently overshadowed by their male counterparts, 
they often contributed far more substantially to the joint works than was assumed in the past. The 
best-known example in this context is Charlotte Perriand, whose share in the legendary furniture 
designs she created with her famous colleague Le Corbusier has been widely publicised in recent 
years, resulting in a complete reassessment of her work. The exhibition also features designers who 
worked independently all their lives, like the ceramic artist Eva Zeisel, who had her first solo 
exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art as early as 1946, and reminds us of those who merit far 
more attention than they have been given in the past, like Trude Petri. 
 
The third part of the exhibition addresses the period from 1950 to the end of the 1980s. A second 
wave of feminism emerged in the 1960s to oppose the conservative post-war mentality evident, for 
example, in the Swiss Exhibition on Women’s Work held in 1958. Women’s work was still defined as 
domestic work, the home as women’s proper sphere, but despite this limited view of their activities, 
many women were extraordinarily creative and productive. As role models and opportunities 
continued to change and evolve, the ambivalences and upheavals of these turbulent decades is 
evident both in the brightly colourful Marimekko design of the 1970s and in some of the spectacular 
postmodern objects created by such Italian designers as Nanda Vigo, Gae Aulenti, and Cini Boeri. 
Few people are aware that the futuristic interiors of the Russian space programme’s orbital modules 
were also designed by a woman, Galina Balashova, whose work is gradually being discovered. 
 
The exhibition’s fourth part brings us to the present day. Works by established international 
designers including Matali Crasset, Patricia Urquiola, Inga Sempé, Ilse Crawford, or Hella 
Jongerius prove that today, a successful career in design is equally possible for both men and 
women. Some women designers have been pushing the boundaries of their discipline and make 
crucial contributions towards redefining the meaning of design as such. These include Julia 
Lohmann, whose research into marine algae promises to yield new, sustainable materials, as well 
as Christien Meindertsma with her critical examination of production processes. This part of the 
exhibition also introduces a number of recent initiatives demonstrating how feminist discourse 
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questions patterns of authorship, education, and recognition in design and architecture in the light 
of such concepts as diversity and intersectionality. In »Weaving Constellations of Identity«, for 
example, the Matri-Archi(tecture) collective addresses the personal experience of African and 
Black designers in a work created specially for this exhibition, while numerous networks and 
publications put the established design narratives and structures up for discussion. The workshops 
and community platform offered by the Futuress collective, for example, outline a striking alternative 
to academic education with its many limitations. 
 
In offering a broad survey of different positions, the exhibition »Here We Are! Women in Design 
1900 – Today« is as multifaceted as developments and ongoing debates on feminism in our society. 
It thus provides a fresh, updated look at the story of modern design and gives plenty of thought-
provoking impulses about what design should be in the twenty-first century, who defines it, and who 
it is for. 
 
The exhibition is accompanied by a rich programme of workshops, online talks, and events on the 
Vitra Campus. 
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TALKS | EVENTS 

 
Here We Are! 

Women in Design 1900 – Today  

OPENING DAY (DE/EN) | 25 September 2021 

12 pm to 6 pm, Vitra Design Museum 

Be it in industrial design, interior design, fashion or architecture – women have played a crucial role 
in the development of modern design. The exhibition »Here We Are! Women in Design 1900 – Today« 
tells the stories of women designers over the past 120 years, from protagonists such as Charlotte 
Perriand or Eileen Gray to lesser known figures. On opening day you can explore the exhibition free 
of charge, get yourself a drink from the Airstream, or join one of numerous curators’ tours available 
all day. 
For further information please go to: www.design-museum.de/opening/en 
 
»Das Patriarchat der Dinge«  

Reading by Rebekka Endler  

SPECIAL (DE) | 21 October 2021  

6 pm, Vitra Design Museum 

Is our world made by and for men? Will our everyday life change if women are given more space 
in the world of design? Join us in the exhibition to hear Rebekka Endler read from her new book 
»Das Patriarchat der Dinge« (2021) and take part in a discussion with curator Nina Steinmüller. 
Following the event you are welcome to explore the exhibition we guarantee a new perspective!  
€ 12.00 per person, reservations: www.design-museum.de/specials 
 
A New Attitude of Design  
Alice Rawsthorn, Matylda Krzykowski  
TALK (EN) | 18 November 2021  
6 pm, YouTube 
Design shapes our social behaviours and attitudes. On the occasion of the current exhibition, we 
invite you to join us in a discussion about the works of women designers and their influence in calling 
for systemic change in society. Alice Rawsthorn, author of »Design as an Attitude« (2018) and co-
founder of Design Emergency, is committed to fostering diversity and inclusion in design; Matylda 
Krzykowski is a curator and designer of formats and environments for systemic change. Hosted by 
curator Viviane Stappmanns, they discuss their research on design as an agent of trans-formation 
and equality. 
www.design-museum.de/YouTube 
€ 15.00 per person 

 
Here We Are! Women in Design 1900 – Today  

WEDNESDAY MATINEE (DE) | 8 December 2021   

10 am, Vitra Design Museum 

Curator Viviane Stappmanns takes visitors on a guided  tour of »Here We Are! Women in Design 
1900 – Today«, explaining the underlying concept, background, and development of the exhibition. 
€ 10.00 per person 
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The Roaring 1920s – Guided Tour and Dinner  

SPECIAL (DE) | 11 December 2021  

6 pm, Vitra Design Museum 

This tandem tour gives participants a chance to approach Surrealism from different angles. After 
being introduced to selected works of Surrealist art in the collection of Kunstmuseum Basel, they 
continue to the Vitra Design Museum, where the exhibition »Objects of Desire: Surrealism and 
Design« presents Surrealist furniture, lamps, and other design objects. The tour ends with an aperitif 
offered at Vitra Design Museum. 
€ 75.00 per person, registration: www.design-museum.de/dinner 
 
Here We Are! Women in Design 1900 – Today  

INSIDE (DE) | 26 January 2022  

12:30 pm, Vitra Design Museum 

Curator Nina Steinmüller shares insights into the exhibition »Here We Are! Women in Design 1900 – 
Today« at the Vitra Design Museum. How is an exhibition created? How do objects find their way 
into the museum? You will learn all this and much more during a dialogue-based tour followed by 
coffee in the VitraHaus Café.  
€ 15.00 per person 
 
A Life in Design 

Sabine Marcelis, Lisa Ertel 

TALK (EN) | 17 February 2022   

6 pm, Vitra Schaudepot 

Sabine Marcelis, one of the international shooting stars in recent design, and Lisa Ertel, industrial 
designer and co-founder of the Bio Design Lab at the Karlsruhe University of Arts and Design, 
Karlsruhe, both fuse traditional crafts with current technologies and industrial production methods 
in individual and innovative ways. Hosted by exhibition curator Vivian Stappmanns, the two 
designers will talk about their work, inspiration, and research, and about questions of gender 
equality with which their careers have confronted them.  
Free admission, registration: events@design-museum.de 
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General information: 
 

Exhibition title: Here We Are! 
Women in Design 1900 – Today 

  
Duration: 23 September 2021 – 6 March 2022 

  

Curators: 

Assistant curator: 

Viviane Stappmanns, Nina Steinmüller, Susanne Graner 

Josipa Špehar 

  

Exhibition Design Nathalie Opris, René Herzogenrath, Stefani Fricker 

  

Hashtag: #VDMWomenInDesign 

  

Contact: www.design-museum.de 
T +49.7621.702.3200 
info@design-museum.de 
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